Planetary Cartography 2011-15

MEMBERS
• 18 COMMISSION MEMBERS FROM 12 COUNTRIES

ONLINE PRESENCE
• 297 LIKES ON FACEBOOK
• MOST ACTIVITY RELATED TO PLUTO ENCOUNTER
• 1800 COMMISSION WEBSITE VISITORS IN JAN-AUG 2015, HALF FROM THE USA, SAME AS IN ENTIRE 2013
• ENGLISH CHILDRENS MAPS WEBSITE HAD 2350 VISITORS
• SPANISH VERSION 1919 VISITORS, MOSTLY FROM SPAIN
Main projects:

- Childrens maps
- Planetary cartography database online
- Country movers application

PLAN:

- More service-like presence online
  - To planetary geologists, new scientific results needed in producing the maps (to get funded)
    - Planetary symbology
  - To cartographers, no new results needed, just map using existing datasets
    - Planetary surface feature Databases in GIS-ready format